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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, X and Y are always supposed to be real Banach 
spaces with duals X* and Y*, respectively; n is an open subset of a real 
normed space. The norms and the pairings between elements of X, X* and 
Y, Y* are denoted by the same symbols 11. I/ and ( , ), respectively. The 
norm of the normed space containing /i restricted to /i is denoted by I.I,, . 
Let us consider equations of the form 
T(u)=L(I1,u)+H(~~,u)+K(%,u), (A,U)EAXD, (1) 
where 4 is the closure of a neighborhood D of the origin in X, T is a linear 
continuous mapping from X into Y, for any fixed A ~/i, L(& .) is a 
continuous linear mapping from X into Y and H, K are continuous 
nonlinear mappings from n x B into Y with H(A, 0) = K(l, 0) = 0 for all 
1 ~/i. Any point (A, 0) is called a trivial solution of Eq. (1). A trivial 
solution (x,0) is said to be a bifurcation point if for any given real numbers 
6, E > 0 there exists a nontrivial solution (2, u) E n x D with 12 - /? n < 6 and 
0 < Ilull <E. In other words, (x, 0) is a bifurcation point iff 
where cl(A) = 2 and 
F(A,u)= T(u)-L(A,u)-H(ri,u)-K(A,u). 
The problem of finding bifurcation points has been intensively studied in 
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the literature. Several methods have been used, for instance variational, 
topological, analytical, and numerical methods, etc. 
Let x E A be a characteristic value of the pair (r, L) (i.e., T(u) = L(& u) 
for some UEX, u ~0) such that T- L(& .) is a Fredholm mapping with 
nullitypandindexs,p>s>Oand IIH(X,U)+K(X,U)~~=O(IIUII)~~ llull+O. 
In the case when the mappings H, K are of Cl-class in [9, lo], Lipschitz 
continuous in [ 111, we have proved, under some sufficient conditions, that 
(A, 0) is a bifurcation point of Eq. (1) by using the Liapunov-Schmidt 
procedure, the implicit function theorem and the topological degree theory. 
Furthermore, we described parameter families of nontrivial solutions of 
Eq. (1) in a neighborhood of (x, 0) in an analytical form. These generalize 
some well-known results obtained by Crandall and Rabinowitz [4], 
McLeod and Sattinger [S], Buchner, Marsden, and Schecter [2] (see the 
proofs in [9]). 
The purpose of this paper is to study bifurcation points of Eq. (1) for 
some more general case: (1) The mapping H is Lipschitz continuous and 
“positive u-homogeneous” with a> 1 (see Hypothesis 2(i)); (2) the 
mapping K is strongly Lipschitz continuous of “higher order” (see 
Hypothesis 2(ii)). We also give some sufficient conditions to show that 
(1, 0) is a bifurcation point and describe parameter families of nontrivial 
solutions of (1) in a neighborhood of (A, 0) in an analytical form, 
employing the same techniques as in [ 111. It is clear that the results in 
[9, 10, 111, etc. cannot be applied in these general cases. However, if a is 
an integer, a > 2, and H(,J, tu) = t”H(i., u) for all TV [ - 1, I], (A, v) E A x D, 
the results in [ 1 l] are also applicable to get parameter families of 
nontrivial solutions of (1) in a neigborhood of (2, 0). But, these families 
are distinct from ones obtained here (see Remarks 2 and 7 below). For 
example, if a is an even number, a 3 2, and the assumptions of Theorem 1 
below and Theorem 1 in [ 111 are satisfied, then there exist at least two 
distinct parameter families of nontrivial solutions of Eq. (1) in a 
neighborhood of (A, 0) (see in Remark 2). In addition, if 1 is a simple 
characteristic value of the pair (T, L) and the neighborhood U* from 
Hypotheses 3, 4 below does not contain f 1, we see in Remark 7 that there 
exist at least four different parameter families of nontrivial solutions of (1) 
in a neighborhood of (x,0). 
2. SOME NOTATIONS, PRELIMINARIES, AND LEMMAS 
Let 2 be a characteristic value of the pair (T, L) with nullity p and 
index s, p >s 2 0, as in the introduction. For the sake of simplicity of 
notation, in the sequel, we consider the case s = 0 only (the case s > 0 
can be investigated similarly; see [9]). By (T-L(& .))* we denote the 
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adjoint mapping of the mapping T-L(& .). Further, let {u’, . . . . up> 
and {$I, . . . . tip} be bases of the null spaces Ker(T-L(& .)) and 
Ker(T- L(x, .))*, respectively. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem one can 
find p functionals y’, . . . . yp on X and p elements z’, . . . . zp in Y such that 
(vi, y’) = 6, and (z”‘, I+G”) =6,,, i, j, m, n = 1, . . . . p, with 6,, 6,, denoting 
the Kronecker delta. Set 
X0= Ker(T- L(A, .)) = [v’, . . . . up], Y, = [z’, . ..) zq, 
X, = {xEX/(x, y’) =O, i= 1, . . . . p}, 
Y, = {YE Y/(x P> =O, j= 1, -., p), 
where [z’, . . . . z”] denotes the space spanned by {z’, . . . . z”}. It can be seen 
that X=X,0X,, Y= Y,@ Y, and the restriction of T- L(i, .) on A’, is a 
one-to-one linear continuous from X1 to Y,. The projectors P,: XH A’,, 
Qx:X+-+X,, P,: YH Y,, and Qy: YH Y, are defined by 
Px(x)= f (4 Y’> 4 Qx(x)=x-P,(x), XEX 
Py(y)= i (Y, P> 6 Q~Y)=Y-~‘,~Y), YE Y. 
t=l 
Concerning the main results in Section 3 we need the following 
hypotheses on the mappings L, H, and K: 
HYPOTHESES 1. There is a real number b such that ctL(& v) = L(a*A, v) 
holds for all a E [0, 1 ] and v E D. 
HYPOTHESIS 2. The mapping H is Lipschitz continuous and there exists a 
real number a > 1 and a realfunction p = p(6) with p -+ 0 as 6 -+ 0 such that: 
(i) P,H(A, tv) = t”P.H(1, v) holds for all t E [0, 11, (A, v) E A x D. 
(ii) a -“P,K(i/(l +cI~~‘)~, au) tents to zero as a +O+ untformly in 
v E 6, where b is from Hypothesis 1 and 
holds for all (A, v), (A’, v’) E A x D. 
Further, for the sake of simplicity of notation, we put M= H + K. One 
can easily verify that the totality of solutions of Eq. (1) can be reduced to 
solving p + 1 equations 
Q,(T(v) - W, 0) -WA, 0)) = 0 
( T(u) - UJ, 0) - WA, u), $’ > = 0, i= 1 3 ...> P. 
(2) 
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Let R” stand for the n-dimensional Euclidean space. It is customary to 
implify the notation for R’ by dropping the superscript, R’ = R. We use the 
same symbol 1. / to indicate the norms of R” for all n = 1, 2, . . Since any 
UEX can be written as u =J$‘=, siui+ w for some E = (sr, . . . . E,)E RP, 
w E X,, we conclude that the system of equations (2) is equivalent to: Find 
i E ft, E = (Ed, . . . . E,,) E RP and w E x, satisfying 
-A4 
) > 
,lj’ =o, i=l ) . ..) p. (3) 
Next, we take a neighborhood I0 of zero in R, I, c ( - 1, 1) such that 
x/( 1 + CC)~ E A holds for all a E Z,, and an open ball U0 = U(0, r) in RP such 
that C;=, sjvi~ P,(D) for all (E,, . . . . EP)E 17,. Putting V,= I, x U, x 
Q*(D), we define the mapping G, : V, H X, by 
for 2 = (a, E,, . . . . sp)~ZO x U,, w E Q,(D), where 17 denotes the inverse of 
the mapping T- L(& .) restricted to X,. 
The following lemmas play an important role in the proofs of the main 
results in Section 3. 
LEMMA 1. Under Hypotheses 1, 2 there exists a neighborhood Vc V, 
and a constant C, such that 
IIG,k w) - G,(z”, fiJII 6 Cz llz - 211 +f llul- $11 
holds for all (z, w), (2, G) E V, 
Proof: For the sake of simplicity of notation, we prove the case b = 1 
only (the proof of the other cases proceeds similarly). We put V(t) = t V, 
for t E (0, 1). Then, any (z, W)E V(t) can be written as z = (a, E,, . . . . Ed) = 
(ta’, ts;, . . . . t&b) with (a’, E;, . . . . E;) E I,, x U,, and w = tw’ with w’ E QX(D). 
Further, we defined the mapping Ni: V, H X, , i = 1,2, 3, by 
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z=(a,El)...) Ep)EIOX II,, w E Qx(o,. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Qx(D) = W(0, s), the open 
bail in X, with center at zero and radius s. Now, let t E (0, 1) and (z, w), 
(2, @‘)E V(t), z=(C(,El)...) EJ’(LY’, t&; )...) t&g, w=tw’, z”=(Z,E, )...) $J= 
(ti?, tq, . ..) tc),, 6~ = 0. Setting y = 111711 IlQ J, we obtain 
IINl(Z3 W)-N,(K +)I1 GYIIU{l~-al(l&l + Ilwll) 
+ lal(lE--l + lb- W) 
dk,lz-Zl +k,(t)llw-$11, 
where E = (Ed, . . . . cp), E”= (E,, . . . . $); 
k, =2yllTll max{r+s, l}, 
and 
k*(t) = Y II TII t. 
(4) 
Using the Lipschitz and a-homogeneous properties of the mapping H, we 
conclude 
IINh WI - N,(% 6111 
~Y{G(l4Al~l+ I&l + Ilwll)b-iI 
+(l+lal)c,t”(lXI.Icr-al+IE’--8’1+Ilw’--’II)} 
6y{C,(IXl,+r+s)la--iI 
+(l+l~I)t”~lC,(IXI.la-~l+IE--l+llW--lI)} 
dk&-Z”l +k,(t)l/w-q/, (5) 
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where C, is a Lipschitz constant of the mapping H; 
and 
k,=2$, max{ IXI.+r+s, 21111,) 
k4(f) = 2yc1 f’ ‘. 
Further, we obtain 
IIN&, WI - N,(z”, aIll 
~Y{la-611~K(~~,“ju’+w)-K(‘~o)~~ 
+(‘+lal) K 1 +lal’i=l ’ -il ( 
i i Eir.‘+w) 
-K l+lal’,=, 
(” i Eid+iq} 
6Y{~(I~lnlal + I4 + Ilwll) 
x(14nlal + I4 + Il4l)l~-~l 
+(l+I~I)p(lXI.Ia-a”l+I&--l+IIw--lI) 
x(IXl.la-~(+(~+~l+IIw--ll)} 
dk,(z,Z, w, fi)/z-2l+k,(z,z”, w, G)llw-till, (6) 
where 
=2y max{p(l~l,bl + I4 + lIwll)(l4.l~l + I4 + llwll) 
+(I + I~I)p(141.1a-~I + l&--l + Ilw-~lI)Ixl~.~ 
U+ IW~(14nla-~I + l&--l + lb- W) 
and 
k,(z, 5, w, @)=y(l+ lZl)~(lXl, la-61 + le-El + I/w-Gil)). 
Further, one can easily verify that G, = N, + N, + N,. Therefore, a 
combination of (4), (5), and (6) yields 
IlG,(z, w) - Cl@, +)I1 < (k, + k, + K,(z, 2, w, G,)) Iz - 21 
+(b(~)+~,(~)+kdz, z”, w, El) Ilw-+ll (7) 
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holds for all (z, w), (5, 15) E V(t). Now, since k2(0) = k4(0) = 0 and p(6) + 0 
as 6 + 0, it follows that there exist t, E (0, 1) and a constant C, > 0 such 
that k2(t) + k4(t) + k,(z, Z, w, ti) d 4 and k, + k, + k,(z, 2, w, $1) < C2 holds 
for all (z, w), (5, E) E V(to). Consequently, it implies from (7) that 
IlG,(z, w)-G,(Z, +)[I 6C, lz-17 +f Ilw~-Gll. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Under Hypotheses 1, 2, there exist neighborhoods I2 of zero in 
R, U2 of the origin in RP, D, of the origin in X1, I2 x U, x D, c V = 
I, x U, x D, (V is from Lemma 1) and a Lipschitz continuous mapping 
w: I,x U,-D2, w(0) =0 such that for any (a, Ed, . . . . cp) E I2 x U,, the 
following equality holds: 
+ (1 + bl) T(w(a, El> . ..> Ep)) - L(& ~(a, El, . . . . cp)) 
EjV.’ $ W(cI, El) ...) Ep) = 0. (8) 
Moreover, for any natural number n there exist constants E,, F,, such that 
II 
w(bl”-‘, I4 XI, “., I’4 xp 
a II 
d E,(l + /Al,, + 1x1) lcll-’ + F,, Itl((n+‘)o-(n+2) (9) 
holds for all (CI, x) E I, x U,, x = (x,, . . . . xp). Consequently, we conclude that 
IIw4~-1~ I4 Xl, ...T I4 xp)ll =o(l4), as a-+0, 
for any fixed x = (x1, . . . . xp) E Uz. 
Proof Let V exist by Lemma 1. We define the mapping S: VH X, by 
S(z, w) = w + G,(z, w), (z, w) E v. 
One can easily verify that V, id, G, , and S satisfy all assumptions of 
Corollary 2.1 in [6] with z0 = w0 = 0 and S(0, 0) = 0. Therefore, applying 
this corollary, we conclude that there exist neighborhoods I, x U2 of the 
origin in RP + I, D, of the origin in X, , and a Lipschitz continuous mapping 
w = w(z) with domain in I, x U2 and range in D, such that S(z, w(z)) = 0 
for all z E I, x Uz. Moreover, the preimage S’(O) in I2 x U2 x D, is precisely 
the graph of w. Using the definition of S, we obtain (8). Now, we prove (9) 
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by induction. First of all, we observe that there is a constant C, > 0 such 
that 
II 
w(IalU- ‘>I4 -x1, . . . .(al xp) 
II 6CJlalU--2+Ix,I+ “. +Ix,l) (10) a 
for any x = (xl, . . . . xP) E UT. It follows from the fact that the mapping w is 
Lipschitz continuous and w>(O) =O. Further, since S(z, w(z)) =0 for any 
z=(lrl”-‘, Ial X’, . . . . lcll xP) E I2 x Uz, it implies 
ml” ‘, IMI xi, . . . . lal &I 
I4 
= lalu-l {ney(T( .f xjv,+ww-l. 1”‘B,>--.> I4 “A) 
,I= I
-u+w-‘w ( 
x 
i x.vj (1+JaJ”4)h’,=, / 
+ w(lal”p ‘, 14 xl, . . . . I4 xp) 
Ial 1 
-Cl + Ial”-‘) Ial-“K (1 + ,~la~l~h~ 
( 
(’ -- ‘, \a\ xl, . . . . \a\ 
Ial i s~v’+‘~(‘~’ lal 
( 
xp) 
j=l )9i. 
Consequently, 
II w(IaIup ‘, I4 x1, . . . . I4 ,rp) Ial II 
+ 2C’ 
( 
Ilil, + 1x1 + 
II 
w(lal”-i, Ial XI, . . . . I4 xp) 
I4 II) /i 
(1+ (a(O-‘)b’ 
lal ( i xjv, + w(bNa ‘, lyla;‘) ...) I al XJ))~~ ), 
(11) 
j=l 
Here, as before, we denote y = llZ7ll l/Q Y II. Using Hypothesis 2(ii) and 
4OY'l54'1-1 
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choosing I; c I, if necessary, we deduce that there is a constant C4 > 0 such 
that 
r, 
(1 + ICllU-‘)b’ 
holds for all LX E I,. Therefore, it implies from (11) and (12) that 
II w(bl”--“, IMI XI, ...1 lal XJ I4 II 
6Y IdUp {G+2G Iml+WII +2C,) 1x1 
+ (II TII + 2CI) 
II 
W(kr’, I4 Xl, . ..> I4 xp) 
I4 Ill 
‘. (13) 
A combination of (12) and (13) yields 
II W(kla- l, I4 Xl, ..., I4 XJ lul II 
6~ blcl~’ {C4+2C, I~ln+(ll~lI +2C,) 1x1 
+ (IIU +2C,) C3(14a-2+ lxl)> 
=El(l+IXl,+lxl)lal”~‘+F, 1a120p3, 
where 
and 
Thus, (9) is proved for n = 1. Suppose now that (9) is valid for n = k; we 
prove it for n = k + 1. Indeed, using the inductive hypothesis and (13), we 
deduce 
II w(14”-‘, I4 x1, . . . . la xp) lal II 
by Iala-’ {C4+2CI 14n+(llTII +2C1) 1x1 
+(IITI/ +2C,)(E,(l + lXln + 1x1) IaI”-’ +Fk Ia)(k+1)u--(k+2))} 
<E,+,(l+ lXln + [xl) (alapl+Fk-l lal’k+2)o--(k+3), 
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with 
E k+1=2~max~C4+(I/TII +2C,)Ek;2C1+(IITl/ +~C,)J%; 
(IITII +2G)(1+Ed 
and 
which shows that (9) is true for n = k + 1. 
Next, for any fixed x= (x1, . . . . xP) E U,, we choose n, such that 
(n,+l)a-(n,+2)>0, then 
lim w(lala-l, I4 Xl, ..*> I4 XJ 
Ia -+o Ii 14 (I 
6 ,?f~~ (E,,(l + III,, + Ixl) lalupl 
+ Fno lal (no+l)o-((nO+2))=0~ 
Thus, we conclude IIw(IaIOP1, Ial x1, . . . . Ial xP)ll =o(lal) as Ial +O for any 
fixed (x1, . . . . x,,) E Uz, This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let 1, {u’ ,..., up} and {$‘,..., tip} be as in the previous section. We 
define the mapping A: RP H RP, A = (A,, . . . . AP) by 
i = 1, . ..) p, x = (x1, . . . . xp) E RP (14) 
and make the following hypothesis: 
HYPOTHESIS 3. There is a point X E RP and an open neighborhood U* of 
2, not containing the origin in RP such that the topological degree 
deg(A, U*, 0) of A with respect o U* and the origin is defined and different 
f ram zero. 
The following theorem is the main theorem on bifurcation from charac- 
teristic values with finite multiplicity of equations involving Lipschitz 
continuous mappings. 
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THEOREM 1. Under Hypotheses 1-3, (&O) is a bifurcation point of 
Eq. (1). More precisely, to given 6, E > 0 there is a neighborhood I of zero in 
R such that for each GI E Z, cx # 0, one can find x(u) = (x,(u), . . . . x,(a)) E U* 
and a nontrivial solution (I, v(a)) of (1) with 
%(a) = A 
(1+ la(“-l)b 
and 
v(a)= i Ial xj(a)vi+o(IaI) as x+0 
j= I 
satisfying IA(a) - 21 A < 6 and 0 < Ilu(a <E (such a family (A(a), v(a)), a E I, 
a # 0, is called a parameter family of nontrivial solutions of (1)). 
Proof Let 6, E > 0 be given and I,, Uz, D, and w exist by Lemma 2. 
By choosing Z; c 12, 17; c U2 and 0; if necessary, we may assume 
that X/(l+~c)~eA, Ili-(~!/(l+a)~)l~<d and aU*cU2 for all aeZ,, 
C,P= I sjvi~ P,(D(O, E)) for all (E,, . . . . cp) E Uz and D, c Qx(D(O, E)), where 
D(0, a) denote the open ball in X with center at the origin and radius E. For 
each(t,a,x)E[0,1]xZ2xU2,t#0,a#0,weput 
XjU’+ W()ttl)apl, ltcll X1, . . . . ltal x,)/ltal , 
gzi(t, a, x)= - 
i 
(1 + Ital‘-‘) H (1 + lffl~-ljb~ g xjvJ 
J 1 
+ w(lta(‘p’, Ital x1, . . . . Ital xpVlf4)3 tiij, 
gjj(t, a, x)= - 
( 
(1 + Itala-‘) Ital + K 
( 
7 
(l+lt~l”-l)b~j=, 
i Ital xiv’ 
+ w(ltalael, (tal x1, . . . . Jtal xp) 
> ) 
, Gi 
and for each a E Z, a # 0, we define the function A, : [0, 1 ] x I!?* H RP, A, = 
(A OrI, .. . . A,), by 
AxAt, x) = 
Ci= 1 gmi(t9 4 Xl, if t #O; 
Ai( if t=O,i=l,..., p. 
By the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 5 in [9], we conclude 
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that A, is a continuous mapping from [0, l] x 0, into RP. Now, we claim 
that there is a neighborhood Z of zero, Zc I, such that 
4(t, xl zo for all c( E Z, t E (0, 11, x E au*. (15) 
Indeed, by contradiction, we take the sequence {in} of neighborhoods of 
zero, f, + , ci,cZ2, fl I,,= (0) and assume that for any n =3, 4, . . . . there 
are a,EZ,, tnE(o, 11, X,Eau* with AJt,, x,) = 0. By extracting 
subsequences if necessary, we may suppose I, -+ 0, t, + t* E [0, 11, 
x, -+x* E aU*. It implies from (8) and the continuity of H and K that 
A,Jt,, x,) tends to A(x*) and A(x*) = 0, which contradicts the definition 
of the topological degree of A with respect o U* and the origin. Thus, we 
have the proof of (15). It then follows that for any fixed CI E Z the mapping 
A,(l,.) is homotopic to AJO,.)=A on U*. Therefore, by the basic 
theorem on the topological degree of continuous mapping in a finite 
dimensional space, we deduce 
deg(A,( l,.), U*, 0) = deg(A, U*, 0) # 0. 
Therefore, we conclude that for each tl E Z, CI # 0, there is a point x(a) E U* 
such that A,(l, x(a)) =O. By the definition of A,(&.) we obtain 
for all i= 1, . . . . p, where 
U(E)= i Ic1/ Xj(C()uj+W(lCl”pl* Ial x1, ...9 IOIl Xp) 
j= I 
=jgl I4 x,(~b’+~(l4)> a-,0. 
Multiplying both sides of (16) with Itlla, we obtain 
( (GL(a-l T(u(cr))- (l+ (c((“-i) 
XM ( 
1: 
(l+ (cX(a-l)b 
) v(=) , ll/i = 0, 
> > 
i=l 9 ..., p. 
Together with the fact that 
(16) 
(17) 
(T(U(@)) - uk u(co), 9’)) 
= (u(a), (T-L(X,.))* ($j))=O, i= 1, . . . . p, 
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implies that 
(1 + IcII’~‘) T(v(cl)) - L(X, v(a)) - (1 + Ial”- ‘) 
( /i XM (1 + IaI(l-l)by 44 , tii =O, ) > i= 1 2 ..., P? 
or 
x x 
Wa)) - L (1 + Ia,(l- I)b’ u(a) (1 + la,“- 1)b’ u(a) 
= 0, i = 1, . . . . p. (18) 
On the other hand, for each aeZ we have ([alo-‘, Ial x,, . . . . Ial xp)s 
Z, x U1. Consequently, using (8) we deduce 
Q~(l~l~~l~(~,l~lx,u’)+(l+ll”l) 
x UN4°p1, Ial x1, . . . . lal x,)1 
- L(X, bv(Iala-l, Ial x1, . . . . Ial x,))- (1 + Ial+l) 
x 
xM (1 + ,alu-l)b’ u(a) =a 
Observe T(C,P= 1 x/) - L(& zip= 1 xjuj) = 0; we conclude that 
QY(( 1 + (aIuel) T(u(a)) - L(X, u(a)) 
-(l+l4”-‘)M =O 
or 
Qy(Ttu(z))-L 
x 
(1+ Ia,d)b u(a) =O. 
(19) 
A combination of (18), (19), and (3) yields 
T(u(a)) = L(4ah u(a)) + W(a), u(a)) 
with u(a) as in (17) and 
I(a) = 
x 
(1+ lal”p’)b’ 
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It is clear that IA(a)--Xln <6 and lio(cc)ll <E because u(~)EP~(U~)@ 
&(D,) c D(0, a). In order to prove Ilu(a > 0 for any tl E Z, c1# 0, we need 
only to show V(N) # 0 for all c( EZ, c( # 0. Indeed, by contradiction, we 
assume u(c1) = 0 for some Cc EZ, Cc # 0. It then follows that 
f Iti x,(Cr)v'= -w(laIuel, Ial x,(E),..., [Ccl x,(c?))EXonX,= {O}. 
j= 1 
Since v’, . . . . up are linear independent, we conclude that 
x(i) = (XI(E), . . . . xp(i)) = 0 E u* 
and have a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 1. If there are two distinct points .z?l, X2 E Rp and two disjoint 
neighborhoods UT, U:(UT n UT = a) in RP of X’, X2, respectively, 
satisfying Hypothesis 3, and I’, I’, vr, v2 exist by Theorem 1 corresponding 
to X1, UT and X2, U:, respectively, then v,(a) #Q(U) for all C.Y E Z’ n Z*, 
M: # 0. Indeed, by contradiction, we assume that v,(i) = ~~(a) for some Cc E 
Z'nZ*, Cr#O. It then follows C$‘=, (x,!(~1)-xxJ(cL))v~=O with x’(6)= 
(+q, *.*, x:(6)) E UT and x*(i) = (x:(c), . . . . x:(k)) E Uf. Consequently, 
it implies x1(tl)=x2(cl) and we have a contradiction with the fact 
U:nU:=@. 
Remark 2. If we assume that Hypotheses 1-3 are satisfied, a is an even 
number, a2 2 and P,H(I, tv) = t”P,H(A, v) holds for all tE [ - 1, 11, 
(A, u) l /i x D, then we can apply Theorem 1 above and also Theorem 1 in 
[11] to get a neighborhood Z and solutions (A’(U), v,(a)), awl, i= 1, 2, 
where 
%‘(a)= A 
(l+ IaI"-')b' 
x 
L2(a)=(1 +Gla-l)b’ 
VI(a)= i I4 x:w~‘+~(l4), 
J=l 
and 
u,(c()= i ax,2(a)v'+o(IaI), CrEZ as ci -+O. 
j= I 
One can easily see that A’(a) # A’( ) f a or a E Z, a < 0. Therefore, in this case 
we conclude that in any neighborhood of (2, 0) there exist at least two 
different nontrivial solutions of Eq. (1). 
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Remark 3. In general, the number a in Hypothesis 2 is not supposed to 
be integer. Therefore, the results in [2, 4, 6, 99111 cannot be applied to 
Eq. (1). For example, we consider the Dirichlet problem for the ordinary 
differential equation 
--u”+w(t) Iu(“u=h4 
on a closed interval I, where 0 > 0 is a constant, u’: IH (0, co) is a positive 
Cl-function, and i is a parameter of the problem. It is clear that Theorem 1 
can be applied to this problem; the other results mentioned above cannot. 
The following corollary shows the existence of bifurcation points for 
equations involving potential operators. 
COROLLARY 2. Let Hypotheses 1, 2 be satisfied and the mapping A 
defined as in (14) be a potential operator with potential h, which possesses a 
local minimum and isolated critical point X # 0. Then the conclusions of 
Theorem 1 continue to hold for some neighborhood U* of X in RP. 
Proof. Since X # 0 is a local minimum and isolated critical point of the 
function h, we use Lemma 1.1 in [7] to conclude that there is an open 
neighborhood U* of X not containing zero such that 
deg(A, U*, 0) = i(A, X, 0) = 1 
Thus, Hypothesis 3 is satisfied. Therefore, to complete the proof, it remains 
to apply Theorem 1. 
Remark 4. If r=det((T(oj), ~i))i,,=,,,,,,p#O and the mapping H is 
Lipschitz continuous with constant C, <r, then the assumption that X is 
an isolated critical point of h can be dropped. Indeed, let X be a local mini- 
mum of h; then it is a critical point of h and then A(x) = 0. Let U be an 
arbitrary neighborhood of X. One can easily verify that A = A’ + A2, where 
A’ is a toplinear isomorphismus from RP into itself and A2 is a Lipschitz 
continuous mapping with the same constant as H. We apply Theorem 2.1 
in [6] to conclude that there exists a neighborhood U* of X in RP and a 
neighborhood U, of the origin in RP such that the mapping A maps U* 
homeomorphically onto U,. It follows that X is an isolated critical point 
of the mapping h. 
COROLLARY 3. Let Hypotheses 1, 2 be satisfied. Let the mapping A 
defined in (14) be differentiable and X E RP, X # 0, be such that 
A(x) = 0 (20) 
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and 
jj = det #O. 
l,k= 1.y.p 
(21) 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 1 continue to hold for some open 
neighborhood U* of X in RP. 
Proof Since X # 0 satisfies Conditions (20) and (21), it implies that 
there is an open neighborhood U* of X in RP such that A(x) # 0 for all 
XE P, x #X (see, for example, [3, Prop. 1.31). Thus, the topological 
degree deg(A, U*, 0) of A with respect o U* and the origin is defined. By 
(21) and the definition of this topological degree we conclude 
deg(A, U*, 0) = 
if y>O; 
if v < 0. 
It then follows that Hypothesis 3 is satisfied. Therefore, to complete the 
proof of the corollary, it remains to apply Theorem 1. 
Next, we assume that for any fixed u E B the mapping L( ., v) is 
continuously differentiable with respect to 3. E A and define the mapping 
B:AxRP++RP, B=(B ,,..., BP) by 
i= 1, . . . . p, b’ E A, x = (x,, . . . . x,,) E R”. (22) 
Further, we make the following hypotheses: 
HYPOTHESIS 4. There is a point (8, X)E A x Rp and an open 
neighborhood U* of X, not containing the origin in RP such that the topologi- 
cal degree deg(B( p, .), U*, 0) of B( fl, .) with respect to U* and the origin is 
defined and different from zero. 
HYPOTHESIS 5. Hypothesis 2 is satisfied with a-“K(,!/( 1 + a0 I)‘, CLU) 
replacedbya-“K(~-(~*cc”~‘)/(l+~“-’),au),forsome~*~/i. 
Then, we have 
THEOREM 4. Under Hypotheses 4, 5 with j= fi*, the conclusions of 
Theorem 1 continue to hold with A(a) replaced by 
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Proof: Setting A, = ,i - j + A and /I = i - /z + p, we define the mappings 
L? XHY,~, kandk: AOxDHYby 
F(u) = T(u) - L(x, u) + DAL& v)(j), 
EM 0) = DnUk u)(B), 
A(p, u)=H(p+X-j,u), 
Iq~,u)=K(p-Z-/T,u)+L(p+X-P,u)-L(X,u) 
-DAL@, u)(P - P,, (/I, U)EA,XB. 
It is easy to see that Eq. (1) is equivalent to 
~(‘(V)=i(P,u)+A(8,u)+R(P,u), (j, U)E&XD. (23) 
Further, we can easily verify that j is a characteristic value of the pair 
(C 0; 
Ker(%L(p,.))=Ker(T-L(,%,.))= [o’, . . . . up] 
and 
Ker(%L(fl,.))*=Ker(T-L(X,.))*= [tj’, . . . . $“I. 
Furthermore, L, fi, and k satisfy Hypotheses 1, 2 and A^: RP H RF, a = 
0 , , . . . . aP), defined by 
A,(x)= F i ( (,i=,x,u')-A(p.~,xiuj)~ *') 
=Bi(j,x), i=l,..., p,x=(xI ,..., xp)ERP, 
fulfills Hypothesis 3. Therefore, to complete the proof of the theorem, it 
remains to apply Theorem 1 to Eq. (23). 
COROLLARY 5. Let Hypothesis 5 be satisfied and the mapping B( B*, . ) 
defined as in (22) with /I* being from Hypothesis 5 be a potential operator 
with potential h, which possesses a local minimum and isolated critical point 
X#O. Then the conclusions of Theorem 4 continue to hold for some open 
neighborhood iJ* of X in RP. 
Proof: The proof proceeds similarly to the proof of Corollary 2 to show 
that Hypothesis 4 is satisfied. Therefore, to complete the proof, it remains 
to apply Theorem 4. 
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COROLLARY 6. Let Hypothesis 5 be satisfied. Let the mapping B( /3*, .) 
defined as in (22) be differentiable and x* E RP, x* # 0, fulfill the conditions 
B( B*, x*)=0 
and 
z 0, 
i,k = l,...,p 
(25) 
with p* being from Hypothesis 5. Then the conclusions of Theorem 4 
continue to hold with j replaced by p*. 
Proof. The proof of this corollary proceeds similarly to the proof of 
Corollary 3, remarking that the application of Theorem 1 is replaced by the 
one of Theorem 4. 
Remark 5. Analogously, Remarks l-3 can be made for Theorem 4, 
Corollaries 2, 3, 5, 6 and Remark 4 for Corollary 5. 
Next, we consider Eq. (1) in the case x is a simple characteristic value of 
the pair (T, L) with Ker(T- L(x,.))= [II’], Ker(T- L(x,.))* = [I$‘] and 
(T(u’), $’ ) # 0. We make the following hypothesis: 
HYPOTHESIS 6. Hypothesis 2 is satisfied with u”P,,K(@(~ + Itllap’)b, 
au) replaced by crpaPyK(&l + I~(l~-~fl)~, cLu), for any fixed PER. 
The following theorem is an extension of the result obtained by Crandall 
and Rabinowitz in [4] for equations concerning Lipschitz continuous 
mappings. 
THEOREM 7. Let 2, u’, ti’ b e as aboue, and let L and M satisfy 
Hypotheses 1, 6, respectiuely. Then (x,0) is a bifurcation point of Eq. (2). 
More precisely, given 6, E > 0 there is a neighborhood I of zero in R such that 
for each yeZ, y #O, one can find /?(Y)E R and a nontrivial solution 
(J.(Y), U(Y)) of Es. (1) with 
i 
A(y) = (1 + I?[“- ’ /I(r))“’ 
and 
v(Y)=lYI v’+o(hl) as y-+0 
satisfying IA(r) - XI,, < 6 and 0 < Ilu(y <E. 
Proof Let Z,, UZ, and w be as in Lemma 2 (by the same arguments 
as in the proof of Lemma 2, one can see that this lemma is still true, 
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if Hypotheses 1, 2 are replaced by Hypotheses 1, 6). We put j?= 
(H(& u’), $‘)/(T(v’), tj’) and take an open neighborhood U* of /?. For 
each y E I,, y # 0, we define the mapping h, : [0, 1 ] x R H R by 
i 
(BT(~‘+w(lfYl”-‘B~ ~B)/I~YI)~ $‘> 
-((l + IQ/” ’ p) ItrIP” 
kit> P) = x M(X/(l + ItyluP l /?)h, ICYI u’ 
+w(ItyI” ’ 13 IO 119 ICI’>? if t # 0, 
um’)-m u’), $I>, if t=O. 
By the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, we conclude that 
there is a neighborhood I of zero such that for each y E I, y # 0, hy( t, fl) # 0 
for all TV [0, 11, /IE~U~. Consequently, deg(h,(t,.), U*, 0) is defined for 
any fixed t E [0, 1 ] and 
deg(h,(L~), U*, 0) =deg(h,(O,.), U*, 0) 
=i 
1, if (T(o’), $‘) > 0; 
-1, otherwise. 
It then follows that for each y E I,, y # 0, there is a p(y) E U* such that 
h,(l, p(y)) = 0. Further, the proof proceeds similarly as the one of 
Theorem 1. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Next, we assume that for any fixed UE B the mapping L( ., u) is 
continuously differentiable and the following hypotheses hold: 
HYPOTHESIS 7. There is u point Z E A such that (D, L(~, u’)(Z), $’ ) # 0. 
HYPOTHESIS 8. Hypothesis 2 is satisfied with c( -“P,K(A/( 1 + cP - ‘)b, au) 
replaced by y -“P,K(j - (?y”- ‘z)/( 1 + ya- ‘T), yu) for any fixed z E R, a + 0 
replaced by y -+ 0, where f is from Hypothesis 7. 
We have 
THEOREM 8. Under Hypotheses 7, 8, the conclusions of Theorem 7 
continue to hold with A(y) replaced by 
Prooj Setting A, = 2 - S + A, y = A - 2 + f, we define the mappings f, 
E, fi, and R as in the proof of Theorem 4 and apply Theorem 7 to Eq. (23). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Remark 6. Assume that Hypotheses 1-3, 6 (Hypotheses 47,8) with 
p = 1 are satisfied and the neighborhood U* from Hypothesis 3 
(Hypothesis 4, respectively) does not contain 1. Further, let I’, (i’(a), u,(a)) 
and Z2, (;1*(~), v~(GI)) exist by Theorems 1 and 7 (Theorems 4 and 8, respec- 
tively). Putting I’= I’ n I’, we conclude that for any CI E I’, CI ~0, v,(a) # 
Us. Indeed, by contradiction, we assume that v,(C) = v2(Cr) for some 
~EI’, g#O. It then follows lCr1 (x,(i)- l)ul~XOnXl= {0} and hence 
x,(c()= 1 E U* and we have a contradiction. 
Remark 7. Let Hypotheses 1-3, 6 (Hypotheses 4, 7, 8) with p = 1 and 
a even be satisfied. Further, assume that P,H(i, tu) = t”P.H(A, v) holds 
for all in [ - 1, 11, (i, u) E /i x D. Let J,, (A’(E), v,(a)); J2, (l*(x), u2(u)) 
exist by Theorems 1 and 7 (Theorems 4 and 8, respectively) and let J,, 
(J’W, u3la)); Jzi, (~“(4, u4(@)) exist by Theorems 1 and 7 (Theorems 4 and 
8, respectively) in [ 111. Putting Jo = nJ,, we deduce from Remark 2 that 
(1) (R’(E), ul(u)) Z (JL3(@) +(a)) and (A’(a), UZ(~)) Z (i4(c03 ~4(cO) for 
XEJ,, cl-co. 
Let U* be from Hypothesis 3 (Hypothesis 4, respectively). Then, we have 
further the following assertions: 
(2) If U* does not contain 1, it then follows (j>‘(x), vi(a)) # 
(l’(a), v~(cI)) and (A3(c(), VJCL)) # (ib4(cr), ~~(a)) for a E Jo, cx < 0 (see the 
proofs in Remark 6 above and Remark 4 in [ 11 I). In this case, we 
conclude that there exist at least three different parameter families of 
nontrivial solutions of Eq. (1) in a neighborhood of (2, 0). 
(3) If U* does not contain -1, it then follows (i’(a), v,(cr))# 
(l”(a), u4(c()) and (A’(M), u2((x)) # (J’(a), Us) for x E Jo, x < 0. Indeed, we 
prove here the first inequality (the proof of the second one proceeds 
similarly). By contradiction, we assume that it is not true. It then follows 
that there exists Cre Jo, 01~0 such that i.‘(i) = A”(&) and o,(a) = u4(c(). It 
then follows j&l x,(cc)v’+o(lcc))=av’+o(lcrl) and then j&l xi(CI)=r?. 
Remarking Cr E Jo, ~5 < 0, we deduce X,(C) = - 1 and have a contradiction. 
Further, together with Remark 2 we can see that in this case there exist 
also at least three different parameter families of nontrivial solutions of 
Eq. (1) in a neighborhood of (A, 0). 
(4) Finally, if U* does not contain _+ 1, it implies from (2) and (3) 
that there exist at least four different parameter families of nontrivial 
solutions of Eq. (1) in a neighborhood of (x, 0). 
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